EMERGING MARKETS DEBT

Emerging market debt performance was muted last week as duration and idiosyncratic events largely drove performance. Longer duration debt generally underperformed, while Argentina and Ecuador both underperformed on the back of their respective restructuring proposals. EM corporates gained +0.45%, EMFX gained +0.22%, hedged local rates gained +0.21%, and hard currency sovereigns gained +0.10%. Hard currency sovereign spreads widened by +4 bps, while EM corporate spreads tightened by -4 bps.

Following the market holiday, fund flows were positive. Hard currency funds saw $1.5B of inflows, local currency funds saw -$63M of outflows, and blend strategies saw $159M of inflows. Year to date, bond fund flows total -$372.2B, with hard currency, local currency, and blend strategies seeing -$7.5B, -$26.3B, and -$3.5B of flows, respectively.

Ecuador outperformed following a preliminary agreement to restructure $17.4B in outstanding debt. Meanwhile, the Ad Hoc and Exchange bondholder groups in Argentina chose not to accept the country’s latest restructuring offer, with Economy Minister Martin Guzman following up that there will be no additional improvements to the proposal.

Malaysia’s central bank cut its benchmark rate by 25 bps to 1.75%, which is a record low amid warnings of downside risks. This marks the fourth consecutive rate cut issued by the Malaysian central bank and additional fiscal and monetary policy stimulus measures look likely.
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Our key long duration positions remain in Russia, Mexico, and China. Russia was one of the better performers last week as its central bank indicated that further rate cuts are likely. China rates underperformed amid reports that local investors continue to shed fixed income exposure in favor of equities. Our thesis on China rates remains intact as we don’t believe current rates are sustainable given that debt metrics have deteriorated markedly on the back of the country’s COVID-related stimulus measures.

We are currently seeing signs of a bottoming of inflation in a number of emerging market countries, particularly commodity-importing countries, which may pose a risk to duration positioning. However, we currently view this as more of a tail risk than our base case.

**HIGH YIELD**

- The U.S. high yield market rose +0.29% last week despite an increased number of virus infections and shutdowns. By quality, BB-rated bonds (+0.35%) outperformed both B-rated bonds (+0.28%) and CCC-rated bonds (+0.02%). Spreads tightened by 3 bps to +614 bps, which is still 254 bps wider than where they began 2020. Year to date, high yield bonds have produced excess returns of -942 bps versus Treasuries and -936 bps versus swaps.

- High yield bond funds reported inflows of $2.0B last week, recouping a portion of the prior week’s $5.6B outflow. Year-to-date inflows now stand at +$29.2B. In terms of issuance, 11 deals priced last week for $7.9B in proceeds—still active but down from an average of ~$10B in weekly new issuance during July.

- Charter Communications priced $1.5B in 10.5-year senior unsecured notes to yield 4.25%, or a spread of +363 bps. This is about 100 bps wider than where a similar issue from the BB-rated cable provider traded at the end of last year, yet it’s fundamentals likely remain relatively stable given the industry and the economic lockdowns.

- More generally, BB-rated bonds continue to appear cheap and we remain constructive on the segment. By one measure, the ratio of BB spreads to BBB spreads has risen to 2.5 times from just 1.5 times at the beginning of 2020. Conversely, the ratio of CCC spreads to BB spreads has tightened to 2.5 times from more than 5 times at the beginning of 2020.

- U.S. leveraged loans rose +0.35% last week, with performance relatively consistent across ratings categories. While outflows from loan mutual funds persisted, new CLO formation appears to be picking up, as the arbitrage has improved somewhat over the past few weeks.

- The pace of downgrades slowed last week, with no loans downgraded to CCC for the first time since the outbreak. Nevertheless, downgrades remain a focus, with 33% of loans in the index having been downgraded and 12.3% having been downgraded to CCC. The loan market remains bifurcated across quality, with prices on downgraded loans down by -16% year to date and prices on non-downgraded loans lower by just -2.2%.

- In Europe, high yield bonds and loans returned +0.14% and +0.22%, respectively, in a relatively quiet week for new issue.

- We continue to expect relatively low default rates in Europe relative to the U.S. In the European loan market, we expect default rates of 1-2% for the remainder of the year as LBO sponsors help offset business declines by contributing more equity and raising additional debt.

**SECURITIZED PRODUCTS**

- U.S. conduit CMBS spreads were 2 bps tighter last week due to limited supply. Only three or four conduit new issue deals are in the pipeline for the summer. One UK industrial portfolio will be in the market this week. We expect new issue origination will be limited for the rest of the year as dealers are just slowly restarting new originations. We continue to favor senior, well-enhanced CMBS tranches as the Covid-19 impact on CRE fundamentals continues to unfold.

- CLO secondary spreads remained generally flat across the capital structure lighter volumes. At the top of the capital structure shorter tenor and higher quality bonds remained well bid, while higher beta bonds softened on the week. On average, senior spreads ended flat for the week. Primary spreads remained unchanged as a number of deals being announced stymied the recent tightening trend. The market began to take note of the number of deals being announced in the primary as a potential floor to further tightening in spreads in the near term. We continue to see bifurcation in primary versus secondary market spreads, especially in mezzanine bonds, as portfolio quality and credit enhancement are vastly different. We expect robust primary issuance volumes in US and Europe as we are currently being marketed over 100 deals across both markets. U.S. CLO primary spreads for higher quality portfolios ended at about ~3L+165/220/275/415/750 bps for AAA/AA/A/BBB/BBs, respectively. We continue to favor senior CLO tranches in the long term in Europe and the U.S. while we remain cautious about junior mezzanine tranches given our views around impairments and respective valuations.

- ABS spreads tightened last week. While trading activity was light, significant investor interest was expressed in new issue deals set to price this week. YTD new issuance of $81B is about one-third lower than last year at this time. We expect continued low supply to support spreads.
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